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CHAPTER 1

The Very Basics
Grunt is a task runner, designed to be more configuration than code. And
while many of the examples you’ll see in the wild involve copying and pasting
configuration snippets and loading plug-ins, don’t be fooled into thinking
that’s all Grunt can do. Sure, there are some amazing plug-ins that will
vastly improve your workflow, but if you know JavaScript, Grunt becomes a
very powerful automation tool for many types of projects. If you have a manual repetitive task you run as part of your development or deployment process,
chances are there’s a way to automate that process with Grunt.
In this chapter we’ll set up our first project with Grunt and cover how the
basic task system works. We’ll use simple JavaScript programs to highlight
and explore Grunt’s basic features. By the end you’ll be able to create basic
tasks and handle errors.

Installing Grunt and Configuring a Gruntfile
Before we can do anything with Grunt, we have to install the Grunt commandline tool. Grunt is written in Node.js, and to install it we use npm, the tool
Node uses to download and manage dependencies. Open a new Terminal and
type the following command:
$ npm install -g grunt-cli

This installs the Grunt command-line utility globally. On Linux or OS X, you
may need to run this command using sudo if you get a “Permission Denied”
error.
Grunt is broken into separate packages, each serving a specific purpose. The
grunt-cli package gives us a command-line interface. But to use this interface,
we have to install the grunt package as well; installing grunt-cli doesn’t automatically install grunt for us.
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Instead, we install Grunt into our project as a dependency. The grunt-cli tool
we installed globally on our system will then work with the version of grunt
within our project. Let’s create a simple project folder and set everything up.
Create a new folder called kicking_tires and navigate into that folder in your
Terminal:
$ mkdir kicking_tires
$ cd kicking_tires

From here, you could install Grunt with npm install grunt, but there’s a better
way. Node.js applications use a file called package.json to store the metadata
about a project as well as track a project’s dependencies. If we create this file,
we can add Grunt as a dependency to our project, making it easier to set
things up in the future.
Type the following command to create a new package.json file.
$ npm init

You’ll be asked a series of questions about your project. For this project you
can leave everything at the default settings. Your package.json file will end up
looking like this when the wizard finishes:
{
"name": "kicking_tires",
"version": "0.0.0",
"description": "",
"main": "index.js",
"scripts": {
"test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" &amp;&amp; exit 1"
},
"author": "",
"license": "BSD-2-Clause"
}

Now that we have this file in place, we can add Grunt as a development
dependency like this:
$ npm install grunt --save-dev

Grunt will be installed into the node_modules/ subfolder of the current folder,
and it’ll be added to the package.json file as a development dependency. If you
look at your package.json file you’ll see this at the bottom now:
"devDependencies": {
"grunt": "~0.4.4"
}
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The devDependencies section lists dependencies that are used only to build an
application. Grunt isn’t something an application needs to run; we use Grunt
only as a tool for developing an application. However, a library that lets us
connect to a MySQL database would be a true dependency, not a development
dependency.
The --save-dev command also saves the version number into the package.json file,
and it uses the tilde in front of the version number to signify that any version
0.4.4 or higher is OK for us to use. Version 0.4.7, for example, would be valid,
but 0.5.0 would not. This helps us stay current within minor version numbers,
but prevents us from accidentally installing a version that’s too new and
incompatible. Of course, we can change this version number by hand if we
like.
The node_modules folder contains all of the libraries our project depends on.
This means you have a copy of the Grunt library itself in the node_modules
folder.
Adding things as development dependencies allows new people who want to
work on our project to easily download all of the dependencies we specify by
issuing the npm install command in the folder that contains the package.json file.
In fact, let’s try this now. Remove the node_modules folder and then run npm
install. You’ll see that npm fetches Grunt again, creating a new node_modules
folder.
With Grunt installed, we can test things out by running it from the command
line:
$ grunt

This fires off the grunt-cli library we installed globally, which then uses the grunt
library we installed in our project’s node_modules folder. This lets us easily use
different versions of Grunt on different projects.
But when we look at our output, we see this message:
A valid Gruntfile could not be found. Please see the getting started guide for
more information on how to configure grunt: http://gruntjs.com/getting-started
Fatal error: Unable to find Gruntfile.

Grunt is telling us that we need something called a Gruntfile in our project.
A Gruntfile is a JavaScript file that specifies and configures the tasks you
want to be able to run for your project. It’s like a Makefile. Grunt is specifically
looking for a file called Gruntfile.js in the current working directory and it can’t
find one, so it doesn’t know what we want it to do. Let’s create a Gruntfile.
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Our First Task
Let’s kick the tires. We’ll create the default task, which is the one that runs
when we type the grunt command.
Every Gruntfile starts out with some boilerplate code. Create a new file called
Gruntfile.js and add this:
basics/kicking_tires/Gruntfile.js
module.exports = function(grunt){
// Your tasks go here
}

If you’re familiar with Node.js and its module system, you’ll understand what’s
going on here. If you’re not, it’s not a huge deal; just know that this is what
Grunt needs to interpret your tasks. You’re defining a Node.js module that
receives a grunt object. You’ll use that object and its methods throughout your
configuration files. The tasks you define and configure are then made available
to Grunt so that they can be executed.
Now, within the curly braces, define the following task, which prints some
text to the screen:
basics/kicking_tires/Gruntfile.js
grunt.registerTask('default', function(){
console.log('Hello from Grunt.');
});

We use grunt.registerTask() to create a new Grunt task. We pass in a task name
followed by an associated callback function. Whatever we put in the callback
function is executed when we invoke the task.
To see it in action, run this new task from the Terminal:
$ grunt

You’ll see the following output:
Running "default" task
Hello from Grunt.
Done, without errors.

In this task we’ve used Node’s console.log function, but we really should use
Grunt’s grunt.log() object instead. It’ll give us some flexibility because it supports
error logging, warnings, and other handy features.
So, change the following:
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basics/kicking_tires/Gruntfile.js
console.log('Hello from Grunt.');

to
basics/kicking_tires/Gruntfile.js
grunt.log.writeln('Hello from Grunt.');

and rerun the task with
$ grunt

You shouldn’t see anything different. This task is not fancy by any means,
but it illustrates that Grunt works, and that we can create a simple task.
Let’s move on.

Handling Parameters
Grunt task definitions can take in simple arguments. Let’s demonstrate how
this works by creating a simple “greeting” task. As before, we’ll use grunt.registerTask() to create a task, but this time we’ll define a parameter in the callback
function.
basics/kicking_tires/Gruntfile.js
grunt.registerTask('greet', function(name){
grunt.log.writeln('Hi there, ' + name);
});

In the body of the callback, we reference the variable just like we would in
any plain JavaScript code.
Run this task with
$ grunt greet

and you’ll see this output:
Running "greet" task
Hi there, undefined
Done, without errors.

We didn’t actually pass an argument to the task, and so the `name` parameter’s
value is undefined. Grunt didn’t throw an error message at us.
To supply the parameter, we use a colon followed by the value, like this:
$ grunt greet:Brian

And now we see what we’re looking for.
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Running "greet:Brian" (greet) task
Hi there, Brian
Done, without errors.

We don’t have to stop at one argument, though. We can define tasks with
multiple arguments. Let’s create another rather silly task that adds some
numbers together.
In the Gruntfile, add this task:
basics/kicking_tires/Gruntfile.js
grunt.registerTask('addNumbers', function(first, second){
var answer = Number(first) + Number(second);
grunt.log.writeln(first + ' + ' + second + ' is ' + answer);
});

To run this task, we have to supply both numbers as arguments to the task,
and we do that using colons, like this:
$ grunt addNumbers:1:2

And when we do that, we see this result:
Running "addNumbers:1:2" (addNumbers) task
1 + 2 is 3
Done, without errors.

Pretty easy so far, isn’t it? But what if the user didn’t enter appropriate values?
We need a way to handle that gracefully.
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